Research on peculiar stars consequently acquires a new dimension. These objects cease being freaks outside of the main stream of astrophysical research. Instead, they open the way to an understanding of the competition between hydrodynamical and particle transport processes that play an important role in most stars (see Michaud 1991a and most papers in that Symposium proceeding).
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II. PARTICLE TRANSPORT PROCESSES
Various formulations of the diffusion equations and approximations for the diffusion coefficients have been used over the last few years. They are reviewed in more detail in Michaud and Proffitt (1992) . We here only briefly mention the main points in a). A more detailed discussion of light induced drift is presented in b) since it may well play a significant role in peculiar stars. There remain uncertainties in the calculations of die collision integrals. They come from the physical assumptions made in arriving at die collision integrals and diffusion equations, not from the mathematical simplifications needed to derive simple analytic expressions (see Michaud 1991 for a discussion). In main sequence stars, the uncertainties are probably larger for highly ionized heavy elements (Z large) than for H or He.
a) Diffusion Equations and Coefficients
The abundance variations that diffusion leads to depend on die relative value of radiative acceleration and gravity. The use of atomic data banks accumulated by the Opacity project and by Kurucz (1991) should allow to reduce the uncertainty in the value of g R from a factor of 2-3 to a factor of 1.2-1.4. Using the results of die Opacity project Alecian, Michaud and Tully (1992) have obtained accurate g R for Fe. They have shown that Fe can be supported over a large fraction of die envelope and since Fe has been found to be the dominant opacity source over a certain T range in stellar envelopes (Rogers and Iglesias 1992), the local overabundances of Fe created by atomic diffusion could have significant impact on stellar evolution models. One should calculate the atomic diffusion of Fe at die same time as one carries out the stellar evolution calculations. Local overabundances of Fe could lead to a kappa mechanism to drive the observed pulsations (see Kurtz this volume) of Ap stars (see also Cox et al. 1992 for a similar suggestion in a different context). Similar effects may be expected from C, N and O and probably some other Fe peak elements. b) Light Induced Drift Light induced drift (LID) is a physical phenomenom observed in certain laboratory experiments (Atutov 1986). It is different from the effect of g R in driving diffusion. It does not arise from the transfer of momentum from the radiation field to atoms but from the transfer of momentum from one type of atoms to another through selective excitation of one type of atoms.
LID arises when the radiation field is anisotropic within a line profile. The simplest case is that of a purely Doppler broadened resonance line (from the ground state of the neutral atom) of a trace element. When the atom is moving away from the star it sees the flux (more precisely, the anisotropic part of the intensity) on the blue side of the line centre in the star reference system. Assume that the flux is larger on the blue side. More atoms are excited in the blue half of the profile (when they move away from the star) than in the red half (when they move toward the star).
The collisional cross section (for momentum exchange with the main gas) of the excited state is generally larger than that of the ground state. Consider neutral He colliding with neutral H in its ground state. The collision cross section is mainly determined by the radius of the electrons around the He nucleus and, in the He ground state, the electrons are much more tightly bound than in the excited state. The collision rate is about nine times larger for the excited state of He with H than for the ground state of He. In the direction which has most excited atoms there will be a larger collision rate or, equivalently, a smaller mean free path. This imbalance induces a drift of the element in the direction with least excited atoms (toward the centre in this case).
The preceding discussion has been made in terms of the frequency anisotropy of the radiative flux. It can easily be seen from symmetry arguments mat only the spatially anisotropic part of the radiative intensity is involved since otherwise atoms would have no way to know in which direction they should drift. It is then only necessary to consider the part of the radiation field that is spatially inhomogeneous. This could involve all the odd moments of the radiation field.
LID was suggested by Atutov and Shalagin (1988) to be more efficient than radiation driven diffusion in causing particle transport in stars. LeBlanc and Michaud (1992) did detailed calculations for a few elements in model atmospheres of A stars. They compare velocities induced by LID and by gg for a given line. They obtained, when the diffusion approximation may be used for the radiative flux: The potential importance of LID may be estimated by considering a fictitious element with a first excited level at 7 eV whose statistical weight equals that of the ground state (g,= go). Assume a thermal velocity V T = 10 6 cm s" 1 and a resonance line widi f = 1. We maximize the effect by assuming that die element is neutral so that we may use (jti, -j*o)//*o = 1 for the ratio of die difference of die collisional rates. The diffusion coefficient, D, is calculated for neutral He (when N P = 10" cm 3 ) in protons. The anisotropy, W, is assumed equal to 1 to maximize die effect. Then one obtains Vo/V,^ ~ 2 10 2 , so diat drift dominates over radiation driven diffusion. Under favourable conditions, LeBlanc and Michaud men confirm Atutov and Shalagin (1988)'s result diat LID dominates particle transport. The question is dien to what extent do die assumed ideal conditions materialize. In stellar atmospheres, most elements are eidier ionized or there is a hydrogen convection zone efficiently mixing all elements. Consider an HgMn star of 12000 K; all elements except He and Ne are ionized. Since they are colliding mainly with protons, the momentum exchange rate is mediated by me Coulomb interaction which is not expected to be strongly affected by the excitation of electrons in the core. Using approximations that would need to be confirmed by more detailed atomic physics calculations, LeBlanc and Michaud (1992; §111) obtain ^ -/0/j*o = 10 5 to 10" 4 in this case. The diffusion coefficient is however also reduced by a factor of about 100. An anisotropy W = 1 is unrealistic except for isotopes; taking W = 10 2 to 10' 1 appears more realistic and leads (taking all corrections into account and assuming everything thing else to remain the same) radiation driven diffusion to dominate by a factor of 10 to 100 over LID. For Li in F stars, they obtain that radiation driven diffusion dominates by a factor of 100.
In die previous discussion, only one line was considered. For most elements, die anisotropy is caused by die random presence of a neighbouring line. This occurs as frequently on the blue as on die red side of me line and the effect of LID men cancels on a random basis. This reduces the relative effect of LID by a factor of 10 when many lines (of order 100) are involved in the radiative acceleration calculations. For most elements in most stars (outside of convection zones), die effect of LID should then be a factor of about 100 smaller than radiation driven diffusion.
The maximum relative effect of LID is expected for an element such as He where all die lines of die dominant isotope ( 
IV. ATMOSPHERES OF MAGNETIC STARS
In die presence of a strong horizontal magnetic field, protons and electrons are frozen in, while neutral hydrogen can diffuse vertically. As a consequence, die hydrostatic equilibrium density gradient applies to neutral hydrogen alone and, coupled with die progressive ionization of hydrogen in a 9000 K model atmosphere, this leads to a much compressed atmospheric region (see Babel and Michaud 1991). More detailed modelling is in progress (LeBlanc Michaud and Babel, in preparation). In particular, it is important to determine if hydrogen lines are significantly affected. Since this is calculated from first principles but leads to large effects only if the horizontal magnetic field suppresses convection, this may lead to a diagnostic of the effect of horizontal magnetic fields on convection.
Babel (this volume) discusses many developments in die modelling of magnetic stars.
total He abundance has been reduced to 10" 5 of it original value. This is simply understood as the consequence of die disappearance of the lines causing the flux anisotropy. The effect of LID is important only for the less abundant isotope.
Assume that a star, such as 3 Cen A, starts its main sequence life with normal abundances of the two He isotopes. Assume that its outer regions are stable. Particle diffusion leads to the progressive decrease of the abundances of both The stellar evolution was calculated for models with mass varying from 1.2 to 2.2 M 0 to cover the T eff range of the Li gap and the Am-Fm stars (Richer 1992). The OPAL opacities were used.
Consider, for example, a model with T eff = 7800 K on the zero age main sequence; its T eff goes down to 6300 K just before crossing to the giant branch (see Fig. 1 of Michaud and Richer 1992) . The time evolution of the Li abundance is governed locally by the relative values of the radiative acceleration on Li (g R (Li)) and of gravity. On arrival on the main sequence, Li is not supported below the convection zone since it is mainly in the He like configuration. Slightly above AM/M 0 = 10" 8 and down to AM/M = 10*, g R (Li) > g and Li is pushed to AM/M 0 = 10" 8 where a Li cloud forms. As time passes the bottom of the convection zone approaches the Li cloud that has formed during evolution where g R (Li) = g.
By comparing these calculations, done entirely from first principles, to observations of Li in clusters (Richer and Michaud 1992), it is found that: a) the position of the Li gap is at T eff = 6740 K, in agreement with observations; b) the depth of the Li gap is by a factor of 100 at the age of the Hyades using the OPAL tables, in agreement with observations ; c) the width of the gap is only half as wide as observed; d) as clusters become older the position of the gap shifts to slightly lower T^; e) for stars with T eff > 7000 K, there is a need for an alternate hydrodynamical process competing with diffusion. This is the AmFm domain where there is a need for such a process to reduce the anomalies that uninhibited diffusion leads to (see also Alecian, this volume).
A similar time dependence of the abundance is to be expected for other elements in AmFm stars. Calculations are in progress for Be, C, N, O and Fe. For heavy elements, the cloud is expected when there is a state of ionization where g R < g. This state has to dominate g R so that others do not fill the gap. This may not always occur. Only detailed calculations will tell which elements are similarly affected. A comparison to observations of a large number of heavy elements in AmFm stars of clusters should allow a rigorous test of a model for these objects. Because of the potential presence of clouds of different elements, detailed evolutionary calculations are needed.
In the presence of a strong horizontal magnetic field, protons and electrons are frozen in, while neutral hydrogen can diffuse vertically. As a consequence, the hydrostatic equilibrium density gradient applies to neutral hydrogen alone and, coupled with the progressive ionization of hydrogen in a 9000 K model atmosphere, this leads to a much compressed atmospheric region (see Babel and Michaud 1991) . More detailed modelling is in progress (LeBlanc Michaud and Babel, in preparation) . In particular, it is important to determine if hydrogen lines are significantly affected. Since this is calculated from first principles but leads to large effects only if the horizontal magnetic field suppresses convection, this may lead to a diagnostic of the effect of horizontal magnetic fields on convection.
Babel (this volume) discusses many developments in the modelling of magnetic stars. One especially challenging observational constraint on rotationally induced Li depletion mechanisms in low mass stars, is the observation that, in the Pleiades and a Per, the fastest rotating, most active stars tend to have the highest Li abundances (see Soderblom et al. 1992 for a discussion of these relations in the Pleiades). This can apparently not be explained by an age spread. As current rotational mixing theories result in more mixing at higher rotation rates, something is being left out of the theory of pre-main-sequence Li depletion.
Mechanisms of Separation of Elements
Schatzman (1977) made the earliest attempts to constrain the scale of turbulent mixing in the solar interior by using the observed solar Li depletion, and by assuming that the differential rotation in radiative regions was maintained in a state of marginal stability. He assumed that this resulted in a turbulent diffusion coefficient proportional to, but much larger than, microscopic viscosity. While it is now apparent that this simple formulation is inadequate, it did establish the scale of turbulence needed to explain the observed solar Li depletion.
Most recent discussions of rotationally induced mixing, assume that the turbulent mixing relevant for Li burning is generated either by the shear instability resulting from differential rotation ( instability and that the transport of material needs to be ~ 30 times less efficient than that of angular momentum in order to match both the observed solar rotation and Li depletion.
While the YREC models can qualitatively reproduce the observed Li abundance as a function of time for stars of about one solar mass, there are a number of improvements needed. For example, they assume that the angular momentum loss rate is proportional to 0 3 at all angular velocities. It has recently become apparent that this overestimates the angular momentum loss at very high rotation rates (see the discussion in Charbonneau 1992) . The details of the assumed internal angular velocity distributions of the current YREC ZAMS models and their subsequent rotational evolution are thus rather questionable. It will be interesting to see how a more realistic angular momentum loss law will affect their detailed results. In addition, the YREC models offer no apparent explanation of the observed positive correlation between high rotation and high Li abundance observed in the Pleiades and a Per.
For higher mass stars, such as those in the Hyades Li gap, even greater uncertainties exist. Rotational velocities increase with increasing T eff in the Hyades Li gap. This appears to be due to the decreasing efficiency of angular momentum loss as the convective zone thickness decreases, but there are no good quantitative description. For these objects, it is more difficult to disentangle the relative contributions of surface angular momentum loss and angular momentum transport from the interior to the observed rotational velocity evolution than for lower mass stars.
The first YREC models (Pinsonneault et al. 1990) did not reproduce simultaneously the observed rotation and Li abundances in the F star Hyades gap. Better fits have been obtained by approaches that assume that the F star Li gap is the result of turbulence related to meridional circulation, as this depends more on a given star's current rotational velocity, and less on the amount of differential rotation than is the case for the secular shear instability. The exact form of the meridional flow, and its relation to the generation of turbulence remains controversial (Charbonneau, this volume) . Chaboyer & Zahn (1992) and assume that turbulence is highly anisotropic and much larger in the horizontal than in the vertical direction. They conclude that this leads to solid body rotation and constant chemical abundances on equipotential surfaces. The vertical transport of material can then be modeled by a 1-D pure diffusion equation, while the transport of angular momentum requires a more complex 1-D equation that includes an advective term. Charbonneau (1992) finds that detailed 2-D calculations support this picture if the horizontal turbulence is arbitrarily assumed to be very strong. estimates that the interaction between differential rotation caused by surface angular momentum loss and meridional circulation leads to substantial turbulent mixing, while the same stellar rotation rate in the absence of angular momentum loss results in much reduced chemical mixing. This can potentially explain both the hot and cool sides of the Li gap, and also allow turbulence to be sufficiently small in A and B stars rotating at < 100 km s' 1 that sufficient gravitational settling can occur to allow the observed diffusive abundance anomalies. However, die detailed calculations needed to support this picture have yet to be done, and it remains to be seen if Zahn's approach can explain the observed abundance and rotational velocity patterns widiout the necessity of arbitrarily fine tuning die theory's parameters.
Charbonnel, and Charbonnel & Vauclair (1992) have undertaken calculations based on Zahn's ideas. They have however, assumed solid body rotation and taken a fixed form for the velocity field of the meridional circulation. While they can, with appropriate adjustment of the overall scale of the turbulence, fit the cool side of the Li gap well, they must make additional assumptions about the nature of turbulence to explain the hot side of the Li gap. Their formulation also clearly predicts too much turbulence in AmFm and HgMn stars to allow sufficient gravitational settling to explain the observed patterns of abundance anomalies. This suggests that they are overestimating the amount of turbulent mixing caused by meridional circulation in stars that rotate as solid bodies.
While the narrow dispersion of Li abundances in halo dwarfs with T eff > 5500 K (Spite & Spite 1982, and suggests that there has been little depletion since these stars formed, alternative interpretations have been suggested. Recent calculations with the YREC (Pinsonneault, Deliyannis and Demarque 1992) have led to a uniform depletion by a factor of five to ten of the surface Li of halo stars. This depends, in particular, on the range of rotational velocities assumed for halo stars at their formation. The Pinsonneault et al. results help to constrain the circumstances under which a large uniform depletion is possible. Fractional reduction (at 15 Gyr) of the surface abundance of a few elements as a function of the stellar mass assumed mixed. See the text.
Indeed, when gravitational settling is taken into account, the minimum possible 7 Li depletion in 15 Gyr old metal poor dwarfs is far from negligible, regardless of the amount of internal mixing. In figure 1 we show the results for the surface abundances at 15 Gyr in a 0.75 M Q star with log Z/Z 0 = -2.3, if it is arbitrarily assumed that a surface layer of a given mass is forced to be completely mixed diroughout the star's evolution. The thicker the mixed surface layer, the smaller the of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0252921100020881 448 G. Michaud s C. Proffitt surface abundance decrease due to gravitational settling, but mixing more than the outer 3% of the mass begins to increase the nuclear destruction of Li. As a result, at mis age, the maximum surface abundance of Li is at most 68% of its initial value. No distribution of internal mixing can give less depletion. Also, the lack of an observed Pop. II Li dip near 6200 K (if confirmed), suggests that at least the outer 1 % of die mass (but less than 3 %) in stars near this T off is well mixed, even though the surface convection zone contains only 5 10" 4 of die stellar mass. Theoretical estimates of the original Li abundance of Pop. II dwarfs will become truly reliable only after Li depletion in Pop. I dwarfs is more completely understood.
While Richer (1992) concludes that atomic diffusion alone cannot explain all Li abundances for T eff > 7000 K in the Hyades, the relative importance of turbulence, atomic diffusion and mass loss is not yet established. Results presented by Michaud and Richer (1992) show that the Li clouds mat form wimin stars are affected by mass loss as soon as the mass loss rate exceeds a critical value:
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where M is in solar mass, A is me atomic mass number and Z the charge of the ion considered. The critical rates are, in F stars, between 10" 16 and 10" 13 M Q yr"
1
. Since the measured solar mass loss rate is 10 u M G yr' 1 and F stars have smaller convection zones than the Sun, it is plausible that they have a mass loss rate within me range of the critical mass loss rate. Such mass loss rates were modeled by Richer (1992) and some results reviewed by Michaud and Richer (1992) . The modelling of particle transport for more elements in AmFm stars should allow to determine me relative role of atomic diffusion, mass loss and turbulence in AmFm stars and in the Li gap.
